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Overview of Ireland’s 
EEOS



• Article 7 of EED transposed into Irish legislation (SI 131 2014) 
(http://www.seai.ie/EEOS/SI-131-of-2014.pdf)

• Minister responsible for issuing E.E. notices to Suppliers

• SEAI delegated by Minister to operate and administer the 
scheme

• Guidance Document and other data on Scheme available at 
www.seai.ie/eeos

Transposition of EED

http://www.seai.ie/EEOS/SI-131-of-2014.pdf
http://www.seai.ie/eeos


• Ireland’s annual final target equates to 1,102GWh PEE 
• Ireland has adopted an alternative measures approach including 

a supplier obligation. 
• A proportion of the target is allocated to regulatory measures and 

a further amount to other national efficiency programmes
• The balance is then allocated as a target on obligated parties. 

National Target under EED



Obligated Parties are energy 
Suppliers who place more than 
600 GWh on the market in any 
given year.
Individual targets based on 
market share.
Annual Target:

•550 GWh for 2014, 2015 
and 2016
•625 GWh for 2017
•700 GWh for 2018, 2019 
and 2020

Obligated Target under EED

75%

20%

5%
Sectoral Target

Non Residential Residential
Energy Poor



• Residential: 
• Deemed Credits per measure based on Building Ratings 

under EPBD
• Non-Residential: 

• Scaled or Measured Savings based on ISO 50015, IPMVP or 
equivalent

• Project data uploaded to SEAI bespoke systems (ECMS) and 
subject to Evaluation and Audit

Ways to calculate progress to target







EEOS Quality Overview
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• Treat supply of Energy Credits as a product

• Obligated Parties are a supplier of this product to SEAI

• In turn an OP’s contractors, partners, own projects etc.  are 
suppliers of energy credits to the OP

• Quality management schemes (e.g. ISO 9001) provide a 
template for ensuring robustness of the processes involved in 
product delivery

EEOS and Quality Management



• Obligated Parties operate quality systems aligned with ISO 9001

• Certified schemes (such as ISO 9001)  align with other good 
practice standards such as ISOs 14001, 50001, 50015, IPMVP 
etc.

• They require performance to be measured, analysed 
and continually improved

• They inform procuring and related processes such as supplier 
selection and monitoring

• And require quality control of contractors, commercial partners 
etc.

EEOS and Quality Management



EEOS M&V simplified overview
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Measurement and 
Verification



• All deemed measures, fixed savings per measure
• Documentary evidence:

• Pre and post works photos
• Commissioning certs, registered installer sign off
• Signed homeowner declaration of works completed
• Invoices

• Suppler quality checks
• Homeowner surveys
• Physical inspections. 

Residential Sector



• All saving declarations must be accompanied by an M&V report 
from a certified M&V professional

• IPMVP or ISO50015
• “Measurement” can be:

• Metered data (against appropriate benchmarks)
• Engineering calculations
• Number of lights / motors
• Efficiency of new boiler / motor / pump
• Sum of runtime hours…

Non - Residential Sector



• “Verification” can be:
• Certified energy auditor sign off
• Commissioning certs, 
• Pre and post works photos

• But ultimately – the signed M&V report

• Suppler quality checks
• Independent review of M&V reports
• Physical inspections. 

Non - Residential Sector



Auditing Process



• All energy efficiency savings are logged to the ECMS database, 
including measures from SEAI supported programmes

• Each record contains, at a minimum, the following details:
• Measure description and date
• Unique identifier (electricity meter number, geotag)
• Address
• Obligated party, Counter party, Installer

• ECMS checks each new saving uploaded against existing 
database

• Procedures to deal with conflicts

Energy Credit Management System (ECMS)



SEAI audit between 5% and 10% of all works submitted by 
obligated parties. 
• Annual review of Supplier Quality System
• Desktop reviews (document checks, calculation verifications)
• Site inspections

Obligated parties must audit 20% of works done 
• must approximate 20% of the obligated party’s savings 
• must be representative of project types, size, sub-sector and 

location and risk factors. 
• Quality system identifies non-conformances and requires 

remedial actions and preventative measures

Audit – Verification process



When non-conformances are found:
• Potentially, all credits associated with a “batch” can be 

suspended or removed
• Failure to rectify issues can result in a portion of all of a supplier’s 

credits being removed. 

Audit – consequences



The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland is partly financed by Ireland’s EU Structural Funds Programme co-funded by the Irish Government and the European Union.

Thank you
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Background and 
institutional setup



Energy efficiency directive
(European Union)

Austrian Energy Efficiency Act
(Austria)

2014: Austria issues law on energy efficiency in 
order to comply with EU legislation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PELA



Energy suppliers are required to report energy 
efficiency measures on an annual basis

≥ 25 
GWh

own premises own customers any other consumer

All final energy sources are subject to the obligation

Last year‘s amount of final energy 
sold to customers in Austria

Energy savings
to be reported

0,6%



The Monitoring Agency is the focal point
for the energy efficiency act in Austria

BMWFW
(Auftraggeber)





Energy 
suppliers

Energy consuming
Enterprises

Energy service
providers

 Public
authorities

Affected groups

IT service provider
(third party)

Federal n Ministry of 
Science, Research and 

Economy 



Tasks of the National Monitoring Agency

Developing methods
for the calculation of
energy savings

Evaluating the
status quo of

target achievement

Definition of data flows
between all affected
parties

Assessing the
qualification of
energy service providers

Preparation of Energy 
efficiency action plans

and other reports

Registration of
all obligated
companies

Controlling of
the companies‘

obligation

Observing
the Austrian market

for energy services



Monitoring Agency since May 2015
Intensive communication with obligated parties

• workshops with stakeholders

• newsletters, press releases

• Presentations at more than 50 events

• Regular updates of website | www.monitoringstelle.at

• Hotline | to date more than 15,000 inquiries 

Monitoringstelle

http://www.monitoringstelle.at/


Design of M&V System for 
the EEOS



• Obligated parties report individual measures each year via the online database

• Data reported:
• Type of measure
• Energy savings (either standardised or individual)
• Information on the customer (name, address)
• Date of implementation of the measure

• Data documented
• All other measure specific information 
• Has to be made available to the National Monitoring Agency in case of detailed 

controls

• 6 months after submission the National Monitoring Agency can request more 

detailed information on the calculation of energy savings

• Corrections or additions of submissions can be requested for 2 preceding years

Formal M&V process



According to §27 of the Energy Efficiency Act

…regulates

• Criteria for the eligibility of ee-measures

• Criteria for the calculation of energy savings
• Standardised calculation methods for frequently implemented measures
• Guidelines on the calculation of energy savings for individual projects

• Documentation criteria for ee-measures 

• Quality criteria for evaluators of energy efficiency measures

Decree on the
National Monitoring Agency



What measures?

• Final energy

• In Austria

• Additional

• Lifetime until 2020 (if not  only proportional)

Who calculates savings?

• Pre-defined and standardised bottom-up methods 

• For other calculations: Qualified experts (mentioned in the decree)

How savings have to be calculated and reported?

• Criteria according to the decree

• Reported via an online database

Methods for the calculation of energy 
savings



Overview of standardised methods

42 Methods

Heating
Building envelope

Cooling and air conditioning

Lighting

Transport

Soft measuresElectric appliances

Stand-by reduction

Solar thermal

Photovoltaics

CHP

For around 250 
individual measures

Standardised methods are updated regularly
• Proposal by National  Monitoring Agency
• Discussed with all stakeholders (obligated parties, authorities)



“Measures are eligible only if they result in energy efficiency 

effects beyond minimum legal or technical requirements.”

Central question to ask:

What would have happened anyway?

General additionality requirement



Energy efficiency measures must be additional

Measures are eligible if they go beyond legal requirements and are 

better than the existing stock or the market average.

New product/technology
• Legal minimum requirement in place: sets the baseline.
• No legal minimum requirement in place: baseline is set at market average of new 

products/technologies.

Replacement
• Legal minimum requirement only sets the baseline if replacement / refurbishment 

itself is required by law / is obligatory.
• Product/technology had to be replaced: Baseline is set at the market average.
• Early replacement: Baseline is set at the energy consumption of the old 

product/technology.



Steps:
1. Company has to be registered at the Unternehmensserviceportal (USP), 

which is the single entry point for businesses to the administration
2. Company has to be registered at the National Monitoring Agency
3. Accounts to the database are personalised: it is clear at each moment who

entered data for a company

 Reporting of measures via online forms

Two-Step registration process
for the online database

Reporting of measures
Online database



A glance into the online application
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Control provisions for the EEO

All required data is reported via the online database

No pre-checks: Measures are controlled and verified after being reported by 
an obligated party

Three step control procedure
1. Plausibility check

• Over all data entered
• Automatic to a large extent
• Double counting

2. Detailed desktop check (sample)
• Representative sample – requested over all types of measures and 

obligated parties
• Calculation and documentation is evaluated based on paper files

3. On-site check 
• 25 days / year



• Proof for implementation of the measure (e.g. installation invoice, 

invoice of purchase)

• Proof of ownership of measure

• Calculation of energy savings: compliance with legal requirements
• qualified expert
• lifetime of measure
• baseline assumptions
• etc. 

• Detailed check for double counting/reporting

Main points for the detailed desktop 
check (sample)



• Shortcomings can be detected for 2 preceding years

• Monitoring Agency can ask for further information on the measure

• If shortcomings are not sorted out measure is revoked

• If supplier fails to meet his obligation due to the revocation  deliver 

missing savings within 3 months, otherwise compensation payment of 

20 Cent/kWh

What happens in case of shortcomings?



Success factors



• Buildings on existing experiences (ESD reporting, voluntary agreements)

• Standardised report procedures and reporting templates

• Clear definition of eligible measures

• Clear definition of evaluation and documentation requirements

• Use default evaluation values for standard measures (especially in households) 

and use the deemed savings approach in all possible cases

• Regular update of default values for generalised methods

• Performing checks on paper files instead of on-site as much as possible

• Introduction of a paperless process

• Automation of the monitoring process (e.g. use of databases)

• Clear and transparent rules adequately communicated to all actors 

Monitoring and verification -
success factors



Gregor Thenius
Scientific Officer

ÖSTERREICHISCHE ENERGIEAGENTUR
AUSTRIAN ENERGY AGENCY
—
Mariahilfer Straße 136 | 1150 Vienna | Austria
gregor.thenius@energyagency.at | www.energyagency.at

Contact

mailto:office@energyagency.at
http://www.energyagency.at/
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